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Five Signs Your Child May Have a Foot Problem

Foot and ankle problems in children often go unnoticed. Signs and symptoms can be subtle, and sometimes children cannot explain what is wrong. But it is important to protect growing feet and have problems checked out early.
The American College of Foot and Ankle Surgeons offers five warning signs parents should watch for.

1. **Your Kids Cannot Keep Up with Their Peers.** If children lag behind in sports or backyard play, it may be because their feet or legs are tired. Fatigue is common when children have flat feet. The muscles in the feet and legs tire easily because the feet are not functioning as well as they should.

2. **Children Voluntarily Withdraw from Activities they Usually Enjoy.** If they are reluctant to participate, it may be due to heel pain—a problem often seen in children between the ages of eight and 14. Repetitive stress from sports may cause muscle strain and inflammation of the growth plate, a weak area at the back of a child’s heel.

3. **They Do Not Want to Show You Their Feet.** Children may feel pain or notice a change in the appearance of their feet or nails but do not tell their parents because they fear a trip to the doctor’s office. Surgeons encourage parents to make a habit of inspecting their child’s feet starting at a young age. Look for any changes such as calluses, growths, skin discoloration or redness and swelling around the toenails.

4. **Your Child Often Trips and Falls.** Repeated clumsiness may be a sign of in-toeing, balance problems or neuromuscular conditions.

5. **The Child Complains of Pain.** It is never normal for a child to have foot pain. Injuries may seem minor, but if pain or swelling last more than a few days, have your child’s foot examined.

A child with any of these signs or symptoms should be promptly examined by a foot and ankle surgeon for proper diagnosis and treatment.

---

**Back-to-School Shoe Shopping Tips**

*Parents: Avoid Kids’ Foot Problems with the Right Shoes*
The start of a new school year brings about two certainties: new clothes and new shoes. Unlike in years past, today’s shelves are stocked with a variety of shoe types that run the gamut in style and fit. As such, parents have much more to consider when shopping for back-to-school shoes.

To make things easier at the shoe store, The American College of Foot and Ankle Surgeons (ACFAS) offers helpful guidelines in a quick-reference infographic to help minimize foot problems caused by poorly fitting or worn out shoes.

Click here for the full article.

Don’t Live Life in Pain!

Current blogs on our website:
Topics: Ankle Replacement Surgery

Click here to Subscribe to our Blog via Email
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If you are currently being seen in our office we want you to be aware that you MIGHT receive your statements from New Mexico Foot & Ankle Institute AND/OR our new billing company, Mednet. We began outsourcing our billing in May so look closely at your dates of service for clarification. Both statements are valid and should not be duplicates.

Thank you for working with us during this transition!

We are always accepting New Patients!

Call us today at 505.880.1000 to schedule an appointment with one of our doctors.

Click here to Sign Up for our monthly newsletter or click here to view our archived newsletters.
DOCTORS OF PODIATRIC MEDICINE (DPM) ARE PODIATRY PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS, ALSO KNOWN AS PODIATRISTS, QUALIFIED BY THEIR EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE TO DIAGNOSE AND TREAT CONDITIONS AFFECTING THE FOOT, ANKLE, AND RELATED STRUCTURES OF THE LEG.

PROUD MEMBERS/SUPPORTERS

Patient Portal
Connect with us online 24/7 to:

- Message our office
- Access Care Plans
- Request or check appointments
- Request or check prescriptions
- Update personal information
- Fill out forms
- See Visit Summary

Provide us with your name, date of birth & email address.

Click here to register.
Our mailing address is:
4343 Pan American Freeway NE, #234
Albuquerque, NM 87107
505.880.1000
or
4801 McMahon Blvd. NW, #235
Albuquerque, NM 87114
505.872.3333

Our email address is: info@nmfootandankle.com

Our website address is: www.nmfootandankle.com
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